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The classical Gelfand Representation Theorem states that if 02 is an 
Abelian C*-algebra containing the identity, then 0! is isometric-isomorphic to 
all continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space. In this paper the 
following problem is discussed. Let 6!! be a separating algebra of complex 
valued functions on a nonempty set S (GZ need not necessarily be self-ad- 
joint). Can@ still be viewed as an algebra of continuous functions on a topo- 
logical space ? It is possible to show that this is the case. In fact this topolo- 
gical space is a realcompactification of S when S is endowed with an 
appropriate topology. 
It should be noted here how our approach differs from the usual approach, 
for example as in [l]. We must emphasize that our functions are complex 
valued functions. Our algebra of these functions involves no norm or no 
topology. 
Let S be an arbitrary nonempty set. Let a be an algebra of complex 
valued functions on S containing the identity e and such that not all functions 
of GE vanish at a single point. It is to be assumed also that Gsl is separating, 
that is for each pair of distinct points s and t in S there is an f in a for which 
f(s) ff (t). Of course oi! induces a topology on S which is the weakest 
topology making all the functions f in 02 continuous. Now let So be all non- 
zero linear functionals on OZ that are also multiplicative, that is for /l in So, 
,!I( fg) = fl( f) * /3(g) for all f and g in a. For each s in S, the linear functional 
s* defined by s*(f) = f (s) for all f in G& is a member of SO. Hence by the 
condition stated above for (2, the set So is not empty. 
If P is the topological product space obtained by taking one copy of the 
complex plane for each f in GZ, then SO is a nonempty subspace of P. In fact, 
SO is a closed subspace of P. For if T is in the closure of So, then there is a 
net {~~*}~~r in So converging to T. But 
T(fg) = lip x&*(fg) = li,m x,*(f) li,m x,*(g) = T(f) T(g) 
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for all f and g in GY. Hence T is multiplicative and in similar fashion it can be 
shown that T is a linear functional on G’. By the existence of the identity e 
of 4 it follows that T is a nonzero homomorphism of GZ. Hence SO is a closed 
subspace of P. 
Let C(SO) represent the collection of all continuous complex valued func- 
tions on the subspace SO. A homomorphism H of the ring OZ into the ring 
C(SO) is defined by (Hf) /3 = /I(f) f or all f in GZ and /3 in So. From this 
definition it is easy to check that H maps products into products and that 
H is linear. Hence H is an algebra homomorphism. Assume (Hf) /I = 0 
for all /3 in So. Consider the point functionals s* defined above for each s in 
S. Then s* is in So and (Hf) s* = 0 implies that s*(f) = f (s) = 0 for all s 
in S. Thus the function f in a is identically zero. Consequently H is one-to- 
one and 0! is isomorphic as an algebra to a subalgebra of C(P). It should be 
noted here that the isomorphism H is solely an algebraic isomorphism. Also 
it should be noted that Hf is in C(S”) since the topology on So is precisely 
the weakest topology which renders the map SO 3 01 t+ a(f) continuous. Thus 
this is a representation of an algebra of functions on a set (not necessarily a 
topological space) as an algebra of continuous functions on a topological 
space. 
The set S can now be endowed with the weakest topology such that all the 
functions in a are continuous. With this topology S can be topologically 
embedded in the space So. In other words the map h defined by h(s) = s* 
is one-to-one and continuous. In particular, since 6Z separates points of S for 
s and t distinct points of S, s*(f) # t*(f) f or some f in GE If E is any positive 
real number and if F is any finite subset of GZ, then consider the sets 
and 
B(t,F,e) ={seS: If(t) -f(s)[ < aforallfinF} 
B(t*,F,c)={s*ES:[s*(f)-t*(f)1 <~forallfinF). 
These sets correspond under the map H. Since this is a correspondence 
between basic open sets, the space S is homeomorphic to the subspace 
s* = {s* : s E S> of the topological space So with the relative topology 
inherited from P. 
It remains to show that under the identification of S with its image S* in 
So, any function f in a can be extended to So in a continuous manner. This 
extension for each f in 6Z is precisely Hf, Since (Hf) s* = s*(f) = f (s) for 
all s in S, Hf coincides with f on S. It has already been shown that Hf is 
continuous. Also it should be noted that this extension is not necessarily 
unique. Thus the following theorem has been shown. 
THEOREM. Let a be a separating algebra of complex-valued functions on a 
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nonempty set S containing the identity function. Assume that not all functions 
of 02 vanish on a single point of S. Then the following hold. 
1. The algebra @ is isomorphic to a subalgebra of C(SO), the algebra of all 
continuous complex valued functions on the space SO of non.zero multiplicative 
linear functionals on a. 
2. If S is endowed with the weakest topology $a generated by @ then S is 
topologically embedded in So. 
3. Any function of GZ extends continuously to So. 
Moreover each f  in GY extends uniquely to the closure of S* which is a 
subspace of So. The product space P is realcompact, consequently the closed 
subspace So is also. It follows then that S* is a realcompactification of (S, $&, 
that is, a realcompact space that contains densely a homeomorphic copy of 
C-A Ad* 
COROLLARY. The algebra CPI is isomorphic to C(K), the algebra of all 
continuous complex valued functions on a realcompact space K. 
If the original algebra Qd is expanded to the algebra 02’ of all &---continu- 
ous complex valued functions on S, then ad’ can be used as the algebra under 
consideration in this paper. Then for the above corollary K = S* will 
be the Hewitt realcompactification of the topological space (S, /jz) (see [l], 
Chapter 8). 
The above technique will yield also the following result. Let 
M = horn{& a), the set of all nonzero homomorphisms of GZ into a Banach 
albegra a. Then M is said to be suflcient if for f  in 67, .rr( f) = 0 for all r 
in M implies f  is identically zero. Under such a condition 13’ then is isomorphic 
to a subalgebra of C(M, 93), the set of all continuous 37 valued functions 
on &I. 
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